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Commuting and Leisure Cycling Promotion in
The Republic of Ireland
It’s not about yellow Lycra, hi-vis vests,
bike-helmets & cycle lanes, you know!

Commuting and Leisure Cycling Promotion in
The Republic of Ireland
It’s as simple as this!
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What needs to be done to encourage
commuters to leave their cars at home and use
their bikes instead?
• “Actions aimed at ensuring that alternatives to the car are more widely
available, mainly through a radically improved public transport service and
through investment in cycling and walking”,
RoI, Department of Transport, Tourism & Sport - Smarter Travel Strategy,
2009
RoI National Cycling Policy Framework (2009) states target of 10%
of all commuting trips to school, college and workplace to be
made by bike by 2020. “That will mean an extra 125,000 people
commuting to work by Bike”. (based on Census of Population,
2006).
http://www.transport.ie/upload/general/11387-0.pdf

In RoI, in 1986 a total of 23,635 primary level pupils
cycled to school
In 2006, only 4,087 primary school pupils cycled to
school (a decline of 83%).
Since that time, pupil numbers have increased
markedly and so has national vehicle fleet!
And approx. 29% of 9 year-olds are now
overweight/obese [ESRI, 2012: Growing up in Ireland]

This regrettably has come to pass!

Cycling Infrastructure or Not?
“Transportation infrastructural designs need to be cycling
friendly.
Cycling-friendly means that routes taken by cyclists are safe,
direct, coherent, attractive and comfortable.
It is acknowledged that the quality of the dedicated cycling
facilities designed and constructed to date in Ireland has been
inadequate”.
[NCPF, 2009]

And what’s there is not
properly maintained!

Cyclist.ie does not ordinarily seek built
infrastructure for cyclists
•In riding a bicycle the cyclist is driving a vehicle in
both Irish and international law [UN Convention at
Vienna, 1967]
•Entitled to be safe on the road
We can support eco-vias, cycleways along canals, rivers,
parks, etc provided that they
are well constructed and
maintained and junction
conflict issues have been
sorted

The major issues for cycle lane/track/path provision in congested
urban areas is that:
• Road section width may be too narrow for cycle lanes (generally
our roads are Maedieval in origin on this Island & GB).
• Junction conflicts with motorised traffic present real risks to
cyclists so design of cycle lanes has to recognise this.
What do commuting cyclists seek?
We want to be treated like a vehicle and for drivers to respect our
vulnerability (we ride a meta-stable machine with track wobble).

So what should be policy response?
Implement ‘Hierarchy of Measures’ [Institute of
Highways and Transportation] concentrating on:
• Speed reduction in urban areas and review of
inappropriate speed limits (20 mph for GB/NI; 30 km/h
for RoI)
• Traffic-calming
• Removal of multi-lane one-way streets roundabouts
and gryatories – redesign of complex junctions required
• HGVs admitted to urban areas by permit

Create a ‘Critical-Mass’ effect of sheer numbers of cyclists
on urban roads:
• Establish Public Bike rental schemes like Dublin Bikes
[www.dublinbikes.ie]
• Provide universal free ‘Bikeability’ (DfT/CTC) training to all
12+ year olds done in-school but out on the local roads in
light traffic
• Provide low cost ‘Bikeability’ training to adults
• No mandatory helmet-wearing laws – please!!!
Critical-mass of cyclists puts manners on drivers!

How do we put ‘manners’ on car drivers?
The Highway Code (2007) is silent on how motorised
vehicle drivers should actually overtake cyclists:
# 212
“When passing motorcyclists and cyclists, give them
plenty of room (see Rules 162-167). If they look over
their shoulder it could mean that they intend to pull
out, turn right or change direction. Give them time and
space to do so”.
[http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/TravelAndTransport/High
waycode/DG_069858]

So what constitutes ‘Plenty of Room’?
To some drivers this means ‘skimming’ past riders – I
have been impacted by drivers overtaking me far too
close and fast.
It is an all too common experience for cyclists and it
scares neophytes off cycling again.
We seek a 1.5 m (3 ft.) clearance for any overtaking.
An increasing number of jurisdictions are defining
this in law or in highway codes (NZ, E, F, many states
in USA, etc.)

Controlling the Lane
Cyclists who undertake ‘Bikeability’ training know
how to safely Control a Vehicle Lane but the
Highway Code does not warn drivers about this
manoeuvre.

The Role Played by Approved Driving Instructors
Motorised drivers learn how to drive safely by undertaking
compulsory driving instruction and taking a test.
Approved driving instructors (ADIs) have to know what it’s like to
cycle so that they can impart information to their trainees about
safely interacting with cyclists in traffic
The ADI training and approval system has to address this deficit.

Promoting commuting cycling needs a suite of policy
measures to be devised and implemented.
Provision of cycle lanes as the first response is doomed to failure.
• Driver and rider education has to take precedence followed by
the Hierarchy of Measures implementation.
• Establish Public Bike schemes where you can with urgency
• And please don’t introduce mandatory helmet-wearing
• Stop catering for free-flow of traffic in urban areas
End

